
TOUR DE LA PASSION
A look into the heart and soul of the world’s biggest annual  
sporting event.



TOUR DE LA  
PASSION
The Tour de France holds millions 
of people around the globe in its 
thrall. Spectacular climbs, sensa-
tional adventures, incredible stories 
from over a century of racing his-
tory – the world’s biggest annual 
sporting event stirs passions far  
and wide. 

Tour de France - myth, passion and challenge 
Photo: ©Getty Images
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Englishman Dave Sims was first in almost 
every stage: at the start of the race in the 
Dutch province of Zeeland, in the French 
commune of Cambrai after endless cobblesto-
ned kilometers, in the seven mountain stages 
– starting with the Col de la Pierre Saint-Martin 
in the Pyrenees, then up over the Plateau de 
Beille and on to the notorious summit finish at 
Alpe d’Huez. Sims led the Tour de France field 
throughout, cruising across the finish line ahead 
of everyone else, stage after stage. And he did 
it on a Raleigh Chopper Mark III. Sims hand-pi-
cked this banana-yellow cult kids bike from the 
1970s, with its high backrest, tiny front wheel, 
luggage rack and – the sole upgrade – eight 
gears instead of the usual three, to ride the 
Tour de France in 2015. Not officially, of 
course, but solo and largely beyond the gaze 
of the sporting world, to raise money for a 
harity back home. A personal trainer in his 
day job, Sims battled his way around the 
route, stage by stage, two days ahead of 
the main Tour.  
Sadly, he didn’t make it to Paris, tendonitis 
in his Achilles stopping him in his tracks after 
2,600 of the 3,360 kilometers and forcing 
him to pull the plug on the final handful of 
stages. Chris Froome later celebrated overall 
Tour victory on the Champs-Élysées, but bike 
enthusiasts like Sims, the one-man team on 

the Chopper, are also part of what makes the 
Tour de France such a captivating event.

Elite sporting performances, curious mishaps 
and tragic incidents have all shaped the charac-
ter of the Tour over its more than one hundred 
years of history. The first edition of the race 
took place in 1903 – with just six stages and 
60 riders. Today, the Tour is the biggest annual 
sporting event on the planet. And Continental is 
immersed in the action, as a sponsor and part-
ner company, tire supplier for the official sup-
port vehicles and maker of the bike tires used 
by champions. This year once again, six of the 
pro teams will be contesting the Tour on Con-
tinental tires: Ineos Grenadiers, Groupama-FDJ, 

Ascent of the famous 
climb to L’Alpe d’Huez 
and itinerary of the Tour 
de France at bend 21 
Photo: Carso80@istock-
photos.com
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Bahrain-Victorious, Movistar, Intermarché-
Wanty-Gobert Matériaux and Arkéa-Samsic. 
The 109th running of the Tour de France gets 
underway in Copenhagen on July 1. On July 
24 – 3,328 kilometers and 21 stages later – the 
riders will come into view for the final stretch 
on Paris’ famous Avenue des Champs Élysées.

The Tour de France has captured the imagina-
tion of people around the globe. Most recently, 
the race pulled in an average of around 50 
million TV viewers in Europe alone. To that 
total you can add the crowds of enthusiasts 
who line the roads around France each year. 
Unlike the soccer World Cup or the Olympic 
Games, for example, the Tour allows fans to 
follow the drama up close and for free. The 
cycling spectacular therefore doubles up as a 
nationwide people’s festival – one where school 
pupils have been known to pull their desks 
up to the roadside when the Tour is passing 
through their village so they don’t miss any 
action during a lesson.

Fans have been responsible for a number of 
bizarre incidents. Back in 1904, in the second 
edition of the Tour, spectators scattered nails 
over the road to halt the progress of their 
favorite’s rivals. Something less brutal, but 
also rather stranger, occurred in 1950. 

Always ahead of the riders:  
The convoy of sponsor vehicles  

Photo: A.S.O. Aurélien Vialatte
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The Algerian rider Abdel-Kader Zaaf – running 
in the lead group at the time – was struggling 
with the burning heat and gratefully accepted 
a bottle from a fan. The only problem was 
there wasn’t water inside but white wine! 
Suddenly feeling the worse for wear, Zaaf 
climbed off his bike, found a shady spot off 
the road and settled down for a nap as the 
race continued without him. Some time later, 
he was woken by spectators and headed back 
off up the road – in the wrong direction. The 
following year, 1951, he made it to the finish 
and crossed line 66th in the general classifica-
tion. All of which goes to show that it’s not 
only the winners who make great stories.

Another case in point was Albert Bourlon. In 
the first Tour de France after the end of the 
Second World War, in 1947, he set a record 
which remains intact to this day: Bourlon 
covered 253 kilometers to the finish line in a 
lone breakaway. No solo escapee has stayed 
out in front for so long before or since. Bour-
lon’s victory in the 14th stage turned out to 
be the only major win of his career. He died in 
2013 aged 96, but his legend will live forever.

Animals have also made headlines in the 
Tour de France from time to time. In 1920, 
for example, the French rider Napoleon Paoli 

clattered into a donkey, landed on its back 
and proceeded to go on daredevil ride – the 
wrong way down the road. Many years later, 
in 2007, it was a dog that stole the limelight 
with an ill-timed dash. Local contender Sandy 
Casar couldn’t avoid the rogue hound, colliding 
with it at top speed and tumbling off his bike. 
The dog emerged unscathed, while Casar went 
on to win the stage with just a few grazes to 
show for his troubles. But that wasn’t all: his 
Dutch rival Michael Boogerd had to give up 
the chase when he was stung by a bee 40 

Still in front with 36 years - 
Briton Mark Cavendish set 
the record in 2021 with his 
34. stage win
Photo: A.S.O. Charlie Lopez
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kilometers from the finish. Like those freak 
incidents, close battles have also been defining 
elements of Tour history since the first race. 
Some of the most exciting head-to-head races 
down the years have lost some of their luster, 
though. Take the duels between the American 
Lance Armstrong and Germany’s Jan Ulrich 
around the turn of the Millennium. Both men 
won the Tour, Armstrong doing so seven times 
in a row. But both were subsequently convicted 
of doping, part of Tour de France history that 
had long cast a shadow over the race. The 
issue resulted in the introduction of unannoun-
ced doping checks, the first of which were 
carried out in 1966.

The Tour has a long track record of hosting 
the kind of fiercely contested racing that com-
mands the public’s interest. 1989 provided exhi-
bit A. In the most thrilling Tour finale of all time, 
Greg LeMond won the title perhaps literally by 
a hair’s breadth from Laurent Fignon. Fignon’s 
flowing locks, tied back in a pigtail, were to 
prove his undoing. Experts worked out that 
the Frenchman’s long hair put him at a critical 
aerodynamic disadvantage against LeMond. 
The American, meanwhile, was sporting a par-
ticularly streamlined helmet and using aerody-
namic triathlon handlebars, which helped him 
to pull out an eight-second advantage over the 

final meters of the individual time trial on the 
final day – enough to secure overall victory in 
the Tour. 

The right choice of materials can certainly be 
a major factor in Tour de France success. For 
example, the tires fitted to the bike have to 
withstand constantly changing conditions. 
Searing heat, dirty surfaces, rain and even hail 
– it’s not unusual for the riders to encounter all 
of these foes in a short space of time. Such as 
in 2019, when the riders were on their way up 
the 2,764-metre Col de l‘Iseran, the highest 
paved mountain pass in the Alps. However, 
just a few kilometers up the road, a violent 
snow and hail storm was unfolding. Mudslides 
poured over the road and the stage had to be 
suspended. A plan was hatched to switch to a 
new, shortened route and the show duly went 
on. In the end it was Egan Bernal who won the 
Tour, on a bike fitted with Continental’s 
Competition Pro LTD tires made by hand at 
the Continental factory. Bernal’s was the fourth 
win in succession for Continental tires in this 
greatest of all bike races.

And so the world of cycling looks forward 
to the 2022 edition of the Tour de France 
– to new triumphs, new sensations and new, 
slightly crazy stories.
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The Tour de France 2022 explained

The 109th edition of the Tour de France will see the pro 
cyclists travelling further north than ever before for the start 
of the race. The Grand Départ will take place in Copenhagen 
with a time trial on July 1. This will be followed by two flat 
stages through Denmark, before the 22 teams make their 
way to France. This year’s Tour contenders will need to 
cover 3,328 kilometers across 21 stages to claim the 
main prize. Their journey will take them through four 
countries, with excursions into Switzerland and Belgium 
to go with the days in Denmark and France.  
Four mountain ranges – the Vosges, Alps, Massif 
Central and Pyrenees – have made it onto a route 
map split into six flat stages, seven hilly stages, 
six mountain stages with five summit finishes, 
and two time trials. The Tour de 
France will finish on July 24 
in time-honored style on the 
Champs-Élysées in Paris. 
The same day, the world’s 
best female riders will set off 
from the French capital on the Tour 
de France Femmes avec Zwift.

Mont Ventoux - the “giant of 
Provence” - was one of the great 
challenges at the Tour 2021 
Photo: A.S.O. Aurélien Vialatte
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Christian Prudhomme, general director of the Tour de France  
Photo: www.lesoir.be

“WE ARE EXPECTING 
SOMETHING BIG!”
The Tour de France will wind 
its way around France for the 
109th time in 2022. Here, Tour 
director Christian Prudhomme 
identifies the key elements of the 
world’s biggest annual sporting 
event, explains why this year’s 
Tour is starting in Denmark and 
examines the important role 
played by partner companies 
such as Continental.
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Monsieur Prudhomme, you have been 
Director of the Tour de France for 15 years 
now. Which change during your tenure so 
far has been the most surprising for you?

The increasing pride that people feel when 
hosting the Tour de France in their town or 
city. When I say “the people” it’s not only the 
members of the local government, but also 
the people at the side of the road. The Tour de 
France reaches large cities such as Copenhagen 
and Paris but also medium-sized and smaller 
villages. Nowadays as people often mass into 
urban areas, many rural areas of France some-
times feel a sense of abandonment with less 
access to basic facilities such as hospitals, banks 
and so on. Yet such areas are still crossed every 
year by the Tour de France and this will conti-
nue to happen. I’ve therefore noticed that this 
sense of pride has accentuated in the last ten 
years.

Especially during the coronavirus pandemic, 
the bicycle has become much more relevant 
again socially. For example, more and more 
people are cycling to work. Will this new en-
thusiasm for cycling also be felt at the Tour? 

I think the riders have been even more 
conscious of their privilege in having a job 

that is also their passion. We’ve started seeing 
a lot of breakaways setting off a long way from 
the finish, compared to the more conservati-
ve kind of cycling that was in place before the 
pandemic. And then there’s the sudden rise in 
cyclists and people riding bikes on a daily ba-
sis. This is, of course, extremely satisfying for 
us. There are three countries where the Tour 
de France’s TV audiences are larger than those 
in France in terms of market share, and these 
are countries where bicycles are widely used 
in people’s daily lives. These countries are first 
Belgium (Flanders), then Denmark and third is 
Holland. So there is an obvious and clear link 
between the daily use of bicycles and the Tour 
de France. 

This year, the Tour will start in Copenhagen 
for the first time. You’ve never been this far 
north before, have you?

We are expecting something big! Copenhagen 
has dreamt of the Tour for the last 12 years, 
and it is in most opinion polls and surveys the 
most cyclable city in the world. That is the base 
criteria on which the city applied to host the 
Grand Départ of the Tour: The most cyclable 
city in the world meets the biggest cycling race 
in the world, and this was a determining factor. 
On the Stage 1 time trial this year, we will be 
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going over a bridge that is crossed by the 
greatest number of bicycles in the world. 

Sudden weather changes, sometimes extre-
me temperatures and precipitation as well as 
different road surfaces – the Tour de France 
often takes place in dramatic conditions. 
What’s the most important thing in these 
kinds of circumstances?

Safety and security are essential elements in all 
cycling races and even more so on the Tour de 
France. By that I mean the safety and security 
of the riders, but also the spectators and all 
those who work on the Tour. In order to ensure 
the safety and security of everyone, you need to 
have the right tools to work with and it therefore 
seems obvious that high quality tires are essen-
tial to ensure the race runs safely. It is indeed 
important to be able to deal with all types of 
weather conditions. In the last couple of years 
we have noticed the increasing frequency of 
sudden weather changes. At times these are 
very localized and extreme conditions, like in 
Tignes in 2019 when the weather stations had 
an-nounced storms would not be arriving until 
the next day. We as an organization need to 
always place safety and security at the forefront 
of our priorities.

Matej Mohorič waits on the front row for 
the starting gun after winning stage 7 of 
the 2021 Tour de France 
Photo: A.S.O. Charly Lopez
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Continental is one of the main sponsors of the 
Tour and also the official tire supplier for the 
vehicles and some of the race teams. What is 
important to you in a partnership like this?

The safety and security of everyone on the 
Tour de France is paramount to our organiza-
tion. It is therefore crucial for us to be able to 
trust and count on the quality Continental tires 
used on our vehicles. And so Continental plays 
a clear role in ensuring everyone’s safety on the 
Tour. Furthermore, I remember going to the 
Korbach factory and seeing posters with profes-
sional riders, cycle racing calendars and some 
of the Tour de France which had been put up 
by the workers. You could feel like cycling was 
imprinted on the heart of the company and 
that the partnership had truly been adopted 
by not only the management but everyone 
working in the factory. I believe that this also 
is a key ingredient for a successful partnership. 

The Tour de France has been paying more 
and more attention to CO2 emissions for 
several years. Only hybrid and electric 
vehicles are now used as support vehicles. 
Do you see the Tour as having a special 
responsibility when it comes to this issue? 
v
The Tour de France’s success depends strongly Photo: A.S.O. Pauline Ballet
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on the countryside it passes through. The 
sporting competition is obviously a key factor, 
however we are also dependent on and need 
to take care of the surroundings and areas 
that the race crosses and will continue to 
cross. These locations and surroundings play 
an essential role in the success of the Tour 
de France. It is therefore our duty to act in an 
exemplary fashion and continue developing 
the corporate social responsibility side of 
the Tour. 
 
What other measures are there to make the 
Tour more sustainable and environment 
friendly? 
 
We talked before about the progressive transi-
tion towards both electric and hybrid vehicles. 
There are many other measures that have been 
put in place, such as the progressive removal of 
plastic and all plastic wrapping for the goodies 
distributed by the promotional caravan. 
We as the organizers and the various partners 
put in a huge amount of work here. A.S.O. also 
works closely with the local government bodies 
to ensure the around 100 different protected 
areas the race crosses each year are respected 
through various measures – such as forbidding 
distribution of the free gifts from the promotio-
nal caravan, but also strategically positioning 

nets to avoid too many spectators walking on 
and potentially damaging these protected areas. 
Last but not least, we have also increased the 
number of defined collection zones on the race 
route, where the riders can throw their bottles 
and garbage.  
 
This year – after a long break – the Tour de 
France Femmes will take place again. The 
women will start in Paris on July 24, the 
men’s race having finished in the French 
capital the same day. A passing of the 
baton in the saddle, so to speak...  

I’m in no doubt that the Tour de France 
Femmes avec ZWIFT will be a real success 
in terms of audience figures; after this year’s 
edition we will surely have more towns asking 
to host the race. But the real dream is that 
younger generations and girls watching at the 
roadside are inspired by the champions who 
will showcase themselves this year – similar to 
Pierre Rolland, who was with the Continental 
Cadets Juniors before becoming a professio-
nal rider and winning on the Alpe d’Huez on 
the Tour. If the Tour de France Femmes avec 
ZWIFT can do the same and inspire young girls 
to follow in the tire tracks of the champions, 
then that would be fantastic.
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Mr. Prudhomme, you are a trained journalist 
and have worked in this profession for years, 
so let me ask you: What headline would you 
like to read after the Tour de France 2022?

“A real battle to the end”. Even if a single 
headline cannot truly depict everything that 
happens in a three week event, we always 
hope for a spectacular celebration until the 
end. Like the battle between Pogačar and 
Roglič on the Planche des Belles Filles in 2020. 
The Tour is the biggest cycling event in the 
world and, as such, its success depends on 
a wide range of elements. But essentially it is 
about putting smiles on everyone’s faces: the 
riders, spectators and TV audiences.

Grand finale on the boulevard: crossing 
the finish line on Champs-Élysées 

Photo: A.S.O. Charley Lopez
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THE WINNERS OF  
TOMORROW
Continental gives up-and-coming 
young riders the chance to sample 
the Tour de France. On each stage, 
a selected group of eight “Young 
Cadets” takes to the road just two 
hours ahead of the pros. 
It’s a unique experience – and 
can even herald the dawn of a 
successful career.

The champions of tomorrow are awaiting the start
Photo: A.S.O. Aurélien Vialatte
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Imagine feeling like Tadej Pogačar, Egan Ber-
nal or Geraint Thomas, the winners of the last 
three Tours de France. Lining up at the start 
for the most important cycle race on the pla-
net. Battling your way in the peloton up the 
steepest Alpine climbs, exploring western 
France with the scent of Atlantic air in your 
nostrils, cruising to the finish line along the 
Champs Élysées. Millions of cycling enthusiasts 
the world over will have had a dream like this. 
And Continental – one of the Tour’s main part-
ners – is busy making it come true. At every 
stage of the Tour de France, eight young male 
and female riders aged between 14 and 19 
get the chance to sample the Tour de France 
atmosphere out on the road as Cadets Juniors 
du Tour.

Ahead of each stage of the race, these Young 
Cadets get to ride the first and last 30 kilome-
ters ahead of the stars themselves. It’s a 
unique opportunity to soak up the magic of 
the Tour de France as part of the action, with 
millions of fans cheering them on. The eight 
junior riders set out just two hours ahead of 
the official field, by which time the route is
already lined by spectators from every corner 
of the world. 
The Young Cadets are nominated by cycling 
clubs in the region which the Tour is visiting 

that day. That means the crowds at the roadsi-
de will include friends and family of the young 
riders, which is sure to spur them on even 
more. This could also mark the beginning of 
a successful career in the saddle, as Arnaud 
Démare can testify. The rider from Beauvais 
in northern France was a Young Cadet himself 
not so many years ago. Today, he’s one of the 
superstars of the Tour de France, a three-times 
French national road race champion and 
multiple stage winner on the Tour.

Photo: A.S.O. Hervé Tarrieu
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Many Young Cadets will be dreaming of a 
career like that of Démare. Unlike the pros, 
though, the Cadets Juniors du Tour are not 
racing against the clock, which means they 
can soak up the Tour atmosphere in full and 
savor this very special day. Continental goes 
the extra mile to ensure their Tour experience 
feels as authentic as possible. The youngsters 
will therefore be riding bikes fitted with the 
same tires – manufactured partly by hand in 
the factory – as the professional racers. They 
will wear official jerseys with the Continental 
logo. And they will be accompanied by three 
Tour de France official vehicles.

At the end of each stage, the Young Cadets 
will climb onto the same podium from which 
the winner of the actual Tour stage will greet 
the fans just a few hours later. They will all be 
given a medal and the press will take photos 
as the official Tour de France music rings out 
around them. They will then take their places 
in the front row to watch the world’s finest 
riders cross the finish line. And who knows: 
maybe some of the juniors will be part of 
the pro peloton themselves before too long. 

A festival in France – and Continental  
is at the heart of it

Mystique, passion, folklore: The Tour de France is the world’s most 
important bike race, the largest annual sporting event on the plan-
et – and as much part of France’s DNA as the Eiffel Tower and the 
Louvre. As a sponsor and partner of the Tour, Continental helps to 
make the Tour de France the festival for the people it undoubtedly 
is. Continental supports the Young Cadets, can be seen on many 
of the hoardings lining the route and presents each day’s stage 
winner with their prize. Continental also prioritizes the safety of 
everyone involved in the Tour. That’s why all the official Tour 
vehicles are fitted with cutting-edge PremiumContact 6 and 
EcoContact 6 Q tires – complete with the latest, super-sustainable 
technologies. The driving safety training given to the drivers of the 
support vehicles is organized by Continental, fan parks are set up 
featuring obstacle courses and simulators, and the “Continental 
Brigade” will offer fans at the roadside – including at the Grand 
Départ in Copenhagen – a free tire check.

Photo: A.S.O. Aurélien Vialatte
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A TOUR OF  
SUSTAINABILITY
The Tour de France sets new stan-
dards as a sustainably organized 
large-scale event. And Continental 
is also stepping up for the environ-
ment through the research and 
development of sustainable mobili-
ty technologies, making it the ideal 
partner for the race.

 
Photo: A.S.O. Aurélien Vialatte
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From the coastline of Brittany to the beaches 
of the Côte d’Azur, from the vineyards of the 
Champagne region via the Pyrenees to the 
highest Alpine passes – the Tour de France 
leads the riders through some of the most 
breathtaking scenery in Europe. “The Tour is 
alive with the beauty of France – and we are 
very keen not to spoil this beauty,” says Tour 
Director Christian Prudhomme.
“That’s why for many years now we have been 
making a particular effort to protect the regions 
we race through.” Indeed, sustainability and 
environmental protection play a key role in 
the Tour de France.

That much is clear when you look at the entou-
rages that traditionally accompany the race and 
its participants. Some 5000 people escort the 
peloton of pro riders across France. The majori-
ty of them do not travel by bike, but use other 
types of vehicle – for example, the cars which 
drive the route ahead of the racers as part of 
the promotional caravan, handing out caps, 
scarves, flags and key rings to the millions of 
Tour aficionados lining the road. Ensuring this 
convoy is easy on the environment, all the 
official Tour vehicles are powered by alternative 
drive systems; 130 hybrid and fully electric cars 
will be in service during the race.

The event organizers also do everything they 
can to significantly reduce the use of plastic 
during the race. The only drinks on sale along 
the stage routes come in recyclable cups. And 
the bike racers themselves also play their part 
in making this an environmentally aware event. 
Empty drinks bottles and energy bar packaging 
are discarded into specially designed garbage 
zones containing nets and cordoned off by 
protective fencing, creating concentrated areas 

 
Photo: A.S.O. Pauline Ballet
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from which they can be collected and disposed 
of. Local nature is protected as a result and the 
environmental impact of this big event is kept 
small.

Continental is therefore an ideal partner for the 
Tour de France. The tire manufacturer has set 
itself the aim of becoming the most progressive 
tire company in terms of environmental and 
social responsibility by the year 2030. It was at 
the Tour that Continental presented the Urban 
Taraxagum bicycle tire – the first series produc-
tion tire to be made using natural rubber obtai-
ned from the dandelion plant. And by 2050 the 
company is aiming to ensure all its tires (both 
for bicycles and cars) are made from 100% 
sustainable materials.

The famous bike race across France is provi-
ding a stage for innovation once again this year. 
“We are supporting the Tour de France in its 
drive to increase sustainability. This means the 
Tour vehicles are fitted with the most cutting-
edge and sustainable tires Continental currently 
offers,” says Enno Straten, Head of Strategy, 
Analytics and Marketing at Continental Tires 
EMEA. The Tour fleet uses PremiumContact 6 
and EcoContact 6 Q tires, which debut the new 
ContiRe.Tex technology. The polyester yarn in 
the casing of these tires is made from used 

 The new EcoContact 6 Q 
Photo: Continental AG

PET materials. Continental is the first tire 
manufacturer to introduce recycled polyester 
yarn from PET into series production.

Continental is therefore helping to make the 
mobility of tomorrow more sustainable – not 
least amid the beautiful scenery of France.
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A HAND  
IN SUCCESS
All the bicycle tires produced at the 
Continental factory are hand-made 
– including those used by the pro 
racers competing in the Tour de 
France. And a gold medal winner  
at the recent Olympics also raced 
to success on tires from Korbach.

 
Photo: Continental AG
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There are booms and hisses, and stream rises 
up from time to time. The smell of rubber is 
omnipresent. Jan-Niklas Voss is standing in the 
production hall at the Continental tire factory in 
Korbach, Germany. The product manager for 
bike racing tires is holding the latest high-tech 
example of the breed manufactured here in 
Korbach. It’s a GP5000. The tire in question 
is still warm, having been hand-made – like 
every bike tire in Korbach – just a short time 
previously. Its job now? To help ensure another 
new chapter in sporting history at the upco-
ming Tour de France.

Six teams will line up with the GP5000 for the 
opening-stage time trial at the Tour, taking 
place this year in the Danish capital Copenha-
gen: Ineos Grenadiers, Groupama-FDJ, Bahrain-
Victorious, Movistar, Intermarché-Wanty-Gobert 
Matériaux and Arkéa-Samsic. In Korbach, the 
tire experts will be hoping that one of these 
teams provides the winner in 2022. The chan-
ces are good: In 2019, Colombian rider Egan 
Bernal stormed to victory on Continental tires. 
“We’re providing the teams with an absolutely 
top product again this year with the GP5000,” 
says Voss. After making its debut in the Tour  
de France, the tire will go on sale in a limited 
run of 5,000 units. 

With steep descents in the Alps and Pyrenees, 
a thorough shake-up over cobblestoned secti-
ons and challenging stretches under the baking 
sun and in pouring rain all heading their way, 
the Tour de France never fails to give the riders 
a thorough test. Which makes their choice of 
tire critically important. After all, tires are the 
racers’ ticket to grip, performance and safety. 
The contact patch of a bicycle tire is no bigger 
than a coin, and yet the riders need to be able 
to rely on their two ribbons of rubber. This year, 
that rubber belongs to the GP5000, the next 

Jan-Niklas Voss,
product manager 
for bike racing tires
Photo: Continental AG
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stage along the development curve from the 
already highly successful GP5000S TR. 

Both the GP5000 and GP5000S TR are tube-
less tires – i.e. they are airtight even without 
the use of an inner tube. Unlike with tubular 
tires, a sealing milk is injected into the tubeless 
system which then seals the tire. Continental 
made the first tubeless tires for riders in the 
Tour de France in 2018, and they have since 
become increasingly in demand. At Korbach 
both types of tires – tubular and tubeless – are 
still made on two floors. The teams and riders 
have a free choice of which model they want 
to use for the Tour. “Their particular structu-
re makes tubeless tires extremely resistant to 
punctures and impacts,” explains Voss. “In the 
Tour de France, when the riders are competing 
on a wide variety of surfaces in fluctuating we-
ather conditions, that can be a key advantage.” 

The potential of tubeless tires was demonstra-
ted in 2021, when Italy’s Sonny Colbrelli took 
victory over the cobbles of the legendary Paris-
Roubaix race on a bike fitted with the tubeless 
GP5000S TR. And this year, the race was won 
by Dutchman Dylan van Baarle – again with 
Continental’s tubeless tire. “We’re very proud 
here of these results,” says Voss. The two Pa-
ris-Roubaix triumphs joined a long list of suc-

cesses with origins in the Korbach tire factory. 
Another of these highlights saw Thomas Pid-
cock celebrating Olympic gold after winning the 
mountain bike cross-country event at the Tokyo 
Games on Continental tires. 

With the new tubeless GP5000, Continental 
has now unveiled the tire charged with brin-
ging home success once again in the Tour 
de France. “The development process for the 
GP5000 focused on minimizing rolling resistan-
ce,” says Voss, who was involved in the special 
molding process for the new tire. The casing 
is now only made from two layers, rather than 
the previous three. The tire is lighter as a result, 
weighing only 220 grams. The development 
of a new bicycle tire of this kind traditionally 
involves close consultation with the pro racers. 
After all, they know the characteristics of the 
tires better than anyone and can therefore pro-
vide particularly detailed feedback. “Some of 
our customers want to feel their new tires – and 
even smell them – before they go for a ride on 
them,” adds Voss. To this end, many customers 
and professional racers have already visited the 
Korbach factory, and Tour Director Christian 
Prudhomme has likewise dropped by. 

Tires for various passenger car models are also 
made at Korbach, and that has its advantages 
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for bicycle tire production; both departments 
benefit from the advances made by the other. 
Technologies which will later also be used for 
car tires make their series production debut in 
bicycle tires. The Urban Taraxagum bicycle tire 
is a prime example. It uses more sustainable 
rubber made from Russian dandelion and has 
already been on sale for some time. Continental 
is aiming to be making all tire products exclusi-
vely from sustainable materials by 2050.

Bicycle tires have been made at Korbach since 
1908. The large chimney at the plant (no lon-
ger in use) is still a feature of the city’s skyline. 
The Korbach employees now have a lot more 
machines to help them in their work than they 
did several decades ago, but hand craftsmans-
hip retains its importance here. For example, 
when rolling the rubber into the supplied fabric. 
Or when a tread is cut out of the base mate-
rial – the special Black Chili compound, which 
enables low rolling resistance yet also extremely 
high levels of grip. And last, but not least, the 
logos – such as here the special logo of the 
Tour – are printed on by hand.

Photo: Continental AG
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“WE’RE FASCINATED BY 
EXTREMES” 
How would you describe the thrill 
of the Tour de France – for the fans 
and the riders? What role does 
teamwork play for individual ath-
letes? And why are people taking to 
their bikes in increasing numbers? 
We talked to Jens Kleinert, Head 
of the Institute of Psychology at 
German Sport University Cologne. Photo: DSHS Köln
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Professor Kleinert, every year millions of 
people watch the riders in the Tour de France 
pushing themselves to their physical limits. 
Why are we so keen to watch other people ri-
ding bikes?

Jens Kleinert: The sport of cycling and the Tour 
de France, in particular – with its spectacular 
climbs and descents – brings together a lot of 
extremes. And we are fascinated by extremes. 
So it’s no surprise that extreme performance 
has such a magnetic attraction. The Tour 
explores the limits of what is mentally and 
physically possible. If you like cycling, you’ll 
have some kind of sense for the incredible 
performances required to cut it on the Tour.

The Tour de France requires a lot of team-
work. Getting the right rider into the right 
place at the right time is often the key to  
success.

A cycling team is made up varying personal-
ities. There are certain roles and functions that 
need to be fulfilled. It has to be clear which ri-
der needs to be given the most support. And 
the individual riders within the team need to 
have a positive relationship. Otherwise, it can 
happen that one or other rider does not do 
their job as well as they need to, and the   

whole team suffers. Groups must also be 
flexible. For example, the team leader can 
change over the course of a race. And if 
riders fall behind or get injured, the team 
needs to be able to react effectively. 

Fascination Tour de France 
Photo: A.S.O. Romain Laurent
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The number of breakaways and solo esca-
pes in the Tour de France has certainly risen. 
What’s going on in a rider’s head when he’s 
out there on his own?

Every breakaway attempt is also an example of 
the rider trying to prove himself. Exploring our 
personal limits is a drive that sits deeply within 
us – and the Tour de France turns this feeling 
up to 11. At the end of the day, everyone ex-
pects escapees to be reeled back in by the 
peloton. However, it is the feeling of the possi-
ble, the idea that they might just pull it off after 
all, that tempts riders into striking out. Added to 
which, some solo breakaways are part of 
a plan discussed before the stage. And at the 
back of every rider’s mind will be the prospect 
of all that time with the TV cameras focused 
on them.  

During the coronavirus pandemic, in particu-
lar, many people discovered bicycles as an 
everyday means of transport. Why do we 
enjoy cycling so much?

First and foremost, cycling is good for your 
health – but it’s also a boon for the environ-
ment. Feeling your own body, the sense of 
vitality when you’re pedaling along, feels good. 
The effect of fresh air on our wellbeing should 

Another hard fought entry for 
the eternal list of stage wins 
Photo: A.S.O. Hervé Tarrieu
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The grand départ will take place in Copenhagen 
with a time trial on July 1 
Photo: LeoPatrizi@istockfoto.com

not be underestimated either; the traffic jams, 
wasted time and stress of driving are gone. On 
our bikes, we can enjoy the basic human need 
for autonomy, for independence. E-bikes have 
also won over people who used to avoid riding 
to work because their route was so hilly, for 
example. At the same time, the e-bike riders 
also have to be made aware of the new vehicle 
and the power that lies within it.

How is it that some countries are real bike-
lovers – France, Belgium and the Netherlands 
spring to mind – while others, like England 
and parts of the USA, are quite the opposite?

Bicycles are represented more strongly in the 
DNA of some urban developers than others 
and, by extension, in the transport infrastruc-
ture designed by them. In the USA, finding a 
cycle path is significantly more difficult than in 
the Netherlands, for example. And that has an 
impact on the people who live there, of course. 
If a car lane is converted into a bicycle lane, it 
sends a powerful signal to the local population: 
come on, let’s go cycling!
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THE TOUR DE FANS
They are in position days before 
the riders arrive, set up camp on 
the loftiest of mountain passes and 
support their heroes on two wheels 
with spine-tingling passion:  
the fans are the unsung stars 
of the Tour de France.

“People from all different 
countries meet up at our 
bar – from Australians and 
Americans to Germans 
and Danes. They come 
from around the world to 
watch the Tour de France.”
 
Jo Helsen, who follows the Tour de 
France in an old VW camper van 
converted into a bar

Les Amis du Tour de France:
Photo: Jo Helsen
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Knights in full armor, devils with flashing horns, 
Asterix and Obelix – they can all be found 
among the roadside throngs on the Tour de 
France. Whether they plump for fancy dress 
or holiday essentials, the fans who flock to the 
world’s biggest annual sporting event are its 
unsung stars. They sprint alongside the riders 
up steepling mountain passes and cheer them 
on with heart and soul. Year in, year out, some 
12 million people take their places at the edge 
of the road, ready to welcome the world’s 
finest road cyclists on their voyage around 
France. And millions more across 190+ count-
ries around the globe follow the race live on 
one type of screen or other. Many of the 
spectators will travel to the remotest sections 
of a mountain pass in the Alps or Pyrenees, 
purely for that fleeting moment when the stars 
of the Tour pass just touching distance away.

Some 20 percent of the aficionados lining the 
roads travel in from beyond France’s borders. 
Days before the riders arrive to battle up one 
side of a mountain and cascade down the 
other, the enthusiasts’ motorhomes are drop-
ping anchor close to the action. And all that 
time spent waiting for the stars to arrive? Call 
it a Tour-themed mini-break. Over the years, 
he fascination of the Tour de France has been 
shaped as much – if not more – by the fans 

“You get so close to the riders, closer than in 
any other sporting competition. In particular 
when they’re fighting their way slowly up the 
mountains, you can see the emotion in their 
faces and how they sense the presence of 
the fans, the support and encouragement 
in the waves of cheering.”
 
Heiko Grabowski, a roadside regular on the Tour since 2004

along the route as by the elite sporting 
performances of the cyclists they have 
come to admire.

Heiko Meister and Heiko Grabowski meeting Tour 
De France superfan Didi the Devil  

Photo: Meinhard Meister
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“When you see the people by the roads, 
the pride in the eyes of the locals when 
the Tour visits their tiny village, and the 
expressions on the faces of the riders as 
they whir their way through, it’s a totally 
different experience from watching on TV.”
 
Meinhard Meister, who has watched the Tour at the roadside for many years 
His favorite spot is bend no. 13 on the Alpe d’Huez

Photo: A.S.O. Pauline Ballet 
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